
Cesco is proud to announce the release of 

COR daily wash – Cesco Organic concrete Remover  

- Revolutionizing Concrete Cleaning 

 

Cesco Australia Ltd is thrilled to announce the release of our latest innovation, COR Daily Wash. After an extensive 

12-month trial period garnering exceptional feedback, we are excited to bring this groundbreaking product to the 

market. 

COR Daily Wash stands out as a game-changer in concrete cleaning solutions for several reasons. Unlike traditional 

acidic products, COR Daily Wash is non-acidic, ensuring minimal impact on both metal and painted surfaces. Its 

environmentally friendly composition reflects our commitment to sustainability, offering a safe alternative for users 

and the planet. 

One of the key advantages of COR Daily Wash is its ease of use. Designed with convenience in mind, our product 

simplifies the concrete removal process, making it accessible to a wide range of users. Whether you're a Major 

owner, LOD or Independent contractor, COR Daily Wash streamlines the task at hand with efficiency and 

effectiveness – broom, paint or spray on. 

What truly sets COR Daily Wash apart is its unique formulation, making it not just another concrete remover but a 

safe one at that. By prioritizing safety without compromising on performance, Cesco Australia Ltd has crafted a 

solution that meets the needs of modern consumers and businesses alike. 

We are excited to announce that COR Daily Wash is now available to Major owners, LOD’s and Independent 

contractors in the concrete agi market. To ensure you secure your batch from the inaugural commercial production 

run, we encourage you to place your orders early.  

Check out our June Release Specials on COR Daily Wash – given on our website June 

Specials page: 

* Safety Data Sheet & Technical Data Sheet also available – on request. 

Join us as we revolutionize concrete cleaning with COR Daily Wash - Cesco Organic concrete Remover. Experience 

the difference firsthand and elevate your maintenance routine to new heights. Cesco Australia Ltd is proud to lead 

the way in innovative solutions for a cleaner, safer future. 

To Place your Order Contact: - 

Qld – Brian (07) 3908 6032 | NSW – Ray M: 0419 566 588 | Victoria – Andrew (03) 9796 4977 

 


